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COVARIANT INTEGRAL QUANTIZATION OF THE UNIT DISK
M. A. DEL OLMOA AND J.P. GAZEAUB,C
ABSTRACT. We implement a SU(1, 1) covariant integral quantization of functions or distributions on the
unit disk. The latter can be viewed as the phase space for the motion of a test “massive” particle on 1+1
Anti de Sitter space-time, and the relevant unitary irreducible representations of SU(1, 1) corresponding to
the quantum version of such motions are found in the discrete series and its lower limits. Our quantization
method depends on a weight function on the phase space, and it includes Perelomov coherent states (CS)
quantization. Semi-classical portraits or lower symbols of main physically relevant operators are determined.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The group SU(1, 1), which is the two-fold covering of SO0(1, 2) can be interpreted as
a dynamical group for the 1 + 1 Anti-de-Sitter as a space-time and the unit disk D as a
phase space, i.e. the set of free motions with a fixed “energy” at rest [1, 2, 3, 4]. There-
fore, a comprehensive program of quantization of the unit disk as a phase space by using
all resources of covariant integral quantization as it is defined for instance in [5, 6, 7, 8]
(and references therein) is appealing. This program includes as well the semi-classical re-
turn to the original phase space through the construction of the so-called lower (Lieb, [9])
or covariant (Berezin, [10]) symbols, which have a true probabilistic interpretation when
the integral quantization is based on normalised positive operator valued measures, simply
denoted here by POVM, the latter acronym being used for normalised POVM as well.
The organisation of the paper is as follows. Section 2 and 3 are a reminder of a well-
known material about SU(1, 1), as it can found in a classical treatise in group representation
theory like [11] or in [6]. In Section 2 we describe the geometry of the unit disk, as a Kael-
herian manifold in Subsection 2.1, as a left coset of SU(1, 1) in Subsection 2.2, with group
action in the usual way, and, in Subsection 2.3, as a phase space for the motion of a test
particle in 1+ 1 Anti de Sitter space-time, with the identification of three basic observables
as SU(1, 1) generators. In Subsection 2.4 we complete these geometric and algebraic as-
pects with the description of the 1+ 1 AdS space-time as also a left coset of SU(1, 1) viewed
as the double covering of its kinematical group SO0(2, 1). Section 3 is devoted to some
representations of SU(1, 1) relevant to our purposes. In Subsection 3.1 we give a concise
description of the discrete series (in a wide sense) of representations of SU(1, 1) as acting on
Fock-Bargman Hilbert spaces of holomorphic functions in the unit disk, and, in Subsection
3.3, of their generators as first-order differential operators on these functions. In Section
4 we first recall the framework of covariant integral quantization (see for instance [7] and
references therein), when it is associated with a unitary irreducible representation (UIR)
of a Lie group in Subsection 4.1, with a square-integrable UIR in Subsection 4.2. Then in
Subsection 4.3 we implement this method with the restriction to the coset issued from the
Cartan decomposition of the group, and with the introduction of a weight function defined
on a certain submanifold of the Cartan symmetric space. We apply in Section 5 the above
formalism to our specific model of the group SU(1, 1), its discrete series, and the unit disk
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corresponding to the Cartan symmetric space, and we examine the outcomes when a par-
ticular family of weights is considered. We then proceed in Section 6 with the quantization
of functions on the AdS phase space (i.e. classical observables) and study the dependence of
the issue on the choice of the weight function, noticing that for the most basic ones there
is no or trivial dependence. Section 7 is devoted to the lower symbols of operators issued
from our covariant integral quantization. This amounts to give semi-classical portraits, in
general more regular, of the original function, together with a probabilistic interpretation
when the weight function is suitably selected. In Section 8 we conclude by commenting
some aspects of our work amenable to further interesting developments. In Section A are
given some useful integral formulae involving Jacobi polynomials.
Most of our approaches should be justified on a mathematical level with regard to in-
volved functions. Nevertheless, they are written here with implicit assumption on their
validity on appropriate space of functions (or distributions). Also, throughout the text we
use for convenience the shortened notation f (z) in place of f (z, z¯) for z ∈ C, at the difference
of Berezin in [10]
2. GEOMETRY OF THE UNIT DISK AND ITS SYMMETRY
2.1. The unit disk as a Kählerian manifold. The unit disk
(2.1) D
def
= {z ∈ C , |z | < 1}
is one of the 4 two-dimensionial Kählerian manifolds [12, 13], the other ones being respec-
tively the complex plane C, the sphere S2, or equivalently the projective complex line PC1,
and the torus C/Z2 ∼ S1 × S1. It is equipped of the (Poincaré) metric
(2.2) ds2 =
dz dz¯
(1 − |z |2)2
.
The corresponding surface element is given by the two-form:
(2.3) Ω =
i
2
dz ∧ dz¯
(1 − |z |2)2
=
d(ℜz) d(ℑz)
(1 − |z |2)2
≡
d2z
(1 − |z |2)2
≡ µ(d2z) .
These quantities are both issued from a Kählerian potential KD:
KD(z, z¯)
def
= π−1(1 − |z |2)−2 ,(2.4)
ds2 =
1
2
∂2
∂z ∂z¯
lnKD(z, z¯)dz dz¯ ,(2.5)
µ(d2z) =
i
4
∂2
∂z ∂z¯
lnKD(z, z¯)dz ∧ dz¯ .(2.6)
2.2. The unit disk as a coset of SU(1, 1). Let us start by recalling the essential definitions
and notations for the simple Lie group SU(1, 1) and its Lie algebra.
(2.7) SU(1, 1) =
{
д =
(
α β
β¯ α¯
)
α , β ∈ C , detд = |α |2 − |β |2 = 1
}
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The three basis elements of the Lie algebra su(1, 1) are chosen as
(2.8) N0 =
1
2
(
i 0
0 −i
)
=
iσ3
2
, N1 =
1
2
(
0 1
1 0
)
=
σ1
2
, N2 =
1
2
(
0 i
−i 0
)
= −
σ2
2
,
with the commutation relations
(2.9) [N0,N1] = N2 , [N0,N2] = −N1 , [N1,N2] = −N0 .
The Cartan factorization of SU(1, 1) is associated with the (Cartan) involution
(2.10) iph : д 7→ (д†)−1 .
The maximal compact subgroup H =U(1) is determined by iph(д) = д whereas the condi-
tion iph(д) = д−1 selects the subset P of Hermitian matrices in SU(1, 1). The factorization
SU(1, 1) = PH reads explicitly
(2.11) SU(1, 1) ∋ д =
(
α β
β¯ α¯
)
= p(z)h(θ ) ,
with
(2.12) p(z) =
(
δ δz
δz¯ δ
)
, z = βα¯−1 , δ = |α | = (1 − |z |2)−1/2 ,
and
(2.13) h(θ ) =
(
eiθ/2 0
0 e−iθ/2
)
, θ = 2 argα , 0 ≤ θ < 4π .
The bundle section D ∈ z 7→ p(z) ∈ P gives the unit disk D a symmetric space realization
identified as the coset space SU(1, 1)/H . Note that
(2.14) p2 = дд† (p(z))−1 = p(−z) .
The Haar measure (see for instance [11]) on the unimodular group SU(1, 1) from Cartan
decomposition
(2.15) dhaar(д) =
1
8π2
d2z(
1 − |z |2
)2 dθ .
It is normalized for the angular parts.
The Cartan factorization allows to make SU(1, 1) act on D through a left action on the
set of matrices p(z)
(2.16) д : p(z) 7→ p(z′) with дp(z) = p(z′)h′ ,
where z′ ≡ д · z is given by the map
D ∋ z 7→ z′ = (α z + β) (β¯ z + α¯)−1 ∈ D(2.17)
⇔ z = (α¯ z′ − β) (−β¯ z′ + α)−1 = д−1 · z′ ,(2.18)
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and h′ is the following element in U(1),
(2.19) h′ = ©­«
βz¯+α
|βz¯+α |
0
0 β¯z+α¯
|β¯z+α¯ |
ª®¬ .
Note the formula used to derive the above relations,
(2.20) δ (д · z) = δ (z) |β¯z + α¯ |−1 ,
and also the action of U(1) on the disk,
(2.21) h(θ )p(z)h(−θ ) = p(h(θ ) · z) = p
(
eiθ z
)
.
Hence the unit disk D is invariant under the transformations (2.17) of the homographic or
Möbius type. Note that SU(1, 1) leaves invariant the boundary S1 ≃ U (1) of D under the
transformation (2.17).
The invariance of Dunder (2.17) also holds for metric quantities issued from the invari-
ant Kählerian potential KD:
KD(z, z¯) = π
−1(1 − |z |2)−2 = π−1(1 − |z′|2)−2 ,(2.22)
ds2 =
dz dz¯
(1 − |z |2)2
=
dz′ dz¯′
(1 − |z′ |2)2
,(2.23)
µ(d2z) =
d(ℜz) d(ℑz)
(1 − |z |2)2
=
d(ℜz′) d(ℑz′)
(1 − |z′ |2)2
.(2.24)
2.3. The unit disk as an AdS phase space. Since the unit disk is Kählerian, it is symplec-
tic and so can be given a phase space structure and interpretation. Firstly, the form (2.3)
determines the Poisson bracket
(2.25) { f ,д} =
1
2i
(1 − |z |2)2
(
∂ f
∂z
∂д
∂z¯
−
∂ f
∂z¯
∂д
∂z
)
.
Now, there are 3 basic observables generating the SU(1, 1) symmetry on this classical level:
(2.26) D ∋ z 7→ k0(z) =
1 + |z |2
1 − |z |2
, k1(z) =
1
i
z − z¯
1 − |z |2
, k2(z) =
z + z¯
1 − |z |2
.
They are not independent since
(2.27) k20 − k
2
1 − k
2
2 = 1 ,
i.e., the 3-vector (k0,k1,k2) points to the upper sheet H+ of the two-sheeted hyperboloid in
R
3 which is described by (2.27), and whose the stereographic projection through (2.26) is
the open unit disk. This projection reads
(2.28) H+ ∋ (k0,k1,k2) 7→ z =
k2 + ik1
1 + k0
≡
√
k0 − 1
k0 + 1
ei argz .
They obey the Poisson commutation rules
(2.29) {k0,k1} = k2 , {k0,k2} = −k1 , {k1,k2} = −k0 ,
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which are consistent with (2.9). As is expected, the two combinations
(2.30) k+ = k2 − ik1 =
2z¯
1 − |z |2
, k− = k2 + ik1 =
2z
1 − |z |2
,
are to play an important role as well.
Under the action of д =
(
α β
β¯ α¯
)
∈ SU(1, 1), functions k0 and k± transform as
k′0(z) = k0
(
д−1 · z
)
=
(
|α |2 + |β |2
)
k0(z) − 2ℜ(αβk+(z)) ,(2.31)
k′
+
(z) = k+
(
д−1 · z
)
= −2αβ¯ k0(z) + α
2 k+(z) + β¯
2 k−(z) ,(2.32)
k′−(z) = k−
(
д−1 · z
)
= −2α¯ β k0(z) + α¯
2 k−(z) + β
2 k+(z) = k+
(
д−1 · z
)
.(2.33)
Equivalently,
(2.34)
(
k′− k
′
0
k′0 k
′
+
)
= д−1
(
k− k0
k0 k+
) (
д−1
)t
.
This transform can be viewed as the (co-adjoint action) of SU(1, 1) on the co-adjoint orbit
identified with (2.27). Introducing the left action of SU(1, 1) on functions f (z) as
(2.35) (U(д)f )(z) := f
(
д−1 · z
)
,
we write the above transformations in terms of matrix elements as
(2.36) (U(д)ka)(z) =
∑
b
[U(д)]bakb (z) , a = 0, 1, 2 or a = 0,± .
The following particularisation of these formulae to д = p(−z′) will be useful for Section 7:
k0(p(z
′) · z) = k0(z
′)k0(z) +ℜ(k−(z
′)k+(z)) ,(2.37)
k+(p(z
′) · z) = k+(z
′)k0(z) +
(
1 − |z′ |2
) (
k+(z) + z¯′
2
k−(z)
)
,(2.38)
k−(p(z
′) · z) = k+(p(z′) · z) .(2.39)
2.4. AdS space-time as a left coset of SU(1, 1).
(2.40) д = h(θ ) s(u) l(v) , θ ∈ [0, 2π ), u,v ∈ R.
Whereas the first factor
(2.41) h(θ ) = ϵ
(
eiθ/2 0
0 e−iθ/2
)
, ϵ = ±I2 ,
belongs to U(1), the maximal compact subgroup, with ϵ belonging to the center of SU(1, 1)
isomorphic to Z2, and the others are of non-compact hyperbolic type:
(2.42) s(u) =
(
cosh u2 sinh
u
2
sinh u2 cosh
u
2
)
, l(v) =
(
cosh v2 i sinh
v
2
−i sinh v2 cosh
v
2
)
, u, v ∈ R ,
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and belong to subgroups isomorphic to R. Their respective generators Na , a = 0, 1, 2 are
precisely those introduced in (2.8),
(2.43) h(θ ) = ϵeθ N0 , s(u) = eu N1 , l(v) = ev N2 .
The factorisation (2.40) is associated with the group involution
(2.44) ij : д 7→ дt
where the superscript t denotes transposition. Indeed,
(2.45) ht = h , st = s , lt = l−1 .
Now by considering
(2.46) j(θ ,u) = h(θ ) s(u) =
(
eiθ/2 cosh u2 e
iθ/2 sinh u2
e−iθ/2 sinh u2 e
−iθ/2 cosh u2
)
,
we have
(2.47) jjt = ддt =
(
α2 + β2 2ℜ(αβ¯ )
2ℜ(αβ¯ ) α¯2 + β¯2
)
=
(
eiθ coshu sinhu
sinhu e−iθ coshu
)
.
The parameters (θ ,u) form a system of global coordinates for the 1+1-Anti de Sitter space-
time visualized as the one-sheeted hyperboloid ηabyayb = κ−2 in R3 with metric (ηab) =
diag(+,+,−), a,b = 2, 0, 1, and with curvature κ,
(2.48) y2 = κ−1 coshu cosθ , y0 = κ−1 coshu sin θ , y1 = κ−1 sinhu ,
or expressed in terms of the element of SU(1, 1),
(2.49) jjt =
(
κy+ κy
1
κy1 κy−
)
≡ Γ(y) , y± = y
2 ± iy0 , det Γ(y) = ηaby
ayb = κ−2 .
The factorisation д = jl , which means on the group level SU(1, 1) = AdS×Lorentz, allows
to view the AdS space-time as the left coset SU(1, 1)/L, with L = {l(v) , v ∈ R} ∼ SO0(1, 1)
is the orthochronous Lorentz subgroup. SU(1, 1) acts on the set of matrices Γ(y) and this
action is induced from its left action on the set of matrices j
(2.50) д : j 7→ j′ , дj = j′l′ ⇔ Γ(y′) = j′j′t = дjjtдt = дΓ(y)дt .
In this interpretation, SU(1, 1) acts as the double covering of the actual AdS group SO0(2, 1) =
SU(1, 1)/Z2, and we see that N0 generates the “translations in time” corresponding toU (1),
N1 generates the “translations in space” corresponding to the subgroup SO0(1, 1), and N2
generates the Lorentz transformations corresponding to the other SO0(1, 1) =L.
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It is instructive to describe how the three basic observables ka, a = 0, 1, 2 (or k0, k±),
transform under the action of three subgroups with respective generators Na, a = 0, 1, 2.
h(θ )
{
k0 7→ k0
k± 7→ e
±iθk±
,(2.51)
s(u)

k0 7→ coshu k0 − sinhu k2
k1 7→ k1
k2 7→ − sinhu k0 + coshu k2
,(2.52)
l(v)

k0 7→ coshv k0 − sinhv k1
k1 7→ − sinhv k0 + coshu k1
k2 7→ k2
.(2.53)
3. SU(1, 1) REPRESENTATION(S)
3.1. SU(1, 1) unitary irreducible representation(s) (discrete series). For a given η >
1/2, consider the Fock-Bargmann Hilbert space FBη of all analytic functions f (z) on D
that are square integrable with respect to the scalar product
(3.1) 〈f1 | f2〉 =
2η − 1
2π
∫
D
f1(z) f2(z) (1 − |z |
2)2η−2 d2z .
An orthonormal basis is made of powers of z suitably normalized:
(3.2) en(z) ≡
√
(2η)n
n!
zn with n ∈ N,
where (2η)n := Γ(2η + n)/Γ(2η) is the Pochhammer symbol. For η = 1, 3/2, 2, 5/2, . . . , one
defines the UIR д =
(
α β
β¯ α¯
)
7→ U η(д) of SU (1, 1) on FBη by:
(3.3) FBη ∋ f (z) 7→ (U η(д) f ) (z) = (−β¯ z + α)−2η f
(
α¯z − β
−β¯z + α
)
.
In particular for д = p(z′) we have
(3.4) (U η(p(z′)) f ) (z) = (1 − |z′|2)η (1 − z z¯′)−2η f
(
z − z′
1 − z z¯′
)
.
This countable set of representations constitutes the “almost complete” holomorphic dis-
crete series of representations of SU(1, 1). “Almost complete” because the lowest one, η =
1/2, requires a special treatment due to the non existence of the inner product (3.1) in this
case. Had we considered the continuous set η ∈ [1/2,+∞), we would have been led to
involve the universal covering of SU (1, 1)
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The matrix elements of the operator U η(д) with respect to the orthonormal basis (3.2)
are given in terms of hypergeometric polynomials by:
U
η
nn′(д) = 〈en |U
η(д)|en′〉 =
(
n>! Γ(2η + n>)
n<! Γ(2η + n<)
)1/2
α−2η−n> α¯n<×
×
(γ (β, β¯))n>−n<
(n> − n<)!
2F1
(
−n< , n> + 2η ; n> − n< + 1 ;
|β |2
|α |2
)
,(3.5)
where
γ (β, β¯) =
{
−β n> = n
′
β¯ n> = n
, n>
<
=
{
max
min
(n,n′) ≥ 0 .
Taking into account the well-known relation between the hypergeometric functions and
the Jacobi [14] polynomials
P
(µ,ν )
n (x) =
(
n + µ
n
)
2F1
(
−n , n + µ + ν + 1 ; µ + 1 ;
1 − x
2
)
and the parametrization (2.12), this expression is alternatively given in terms of Jacobi poly-
nomials as:
U
η
nn′(д) =
(
n<! Γ(2η + n>)
n>! Γ(2η + n<)
)1/2
α−2η−n> α¯n<×
× (γ (β, β¯))n>−n< P
(n>−n< , 2η−1)
n<
(
1 − 2|z |2
)
, z = βα¯−1 .(3.6)
Note the diagonal elements,
(3.7) U ηnn(д) = α
−2η−n α¯n 2F1
(
−n , n + 2η ; 1 ;
|β |2
|α |2
)
= α−2η
(
α¯
α
)n
P
(0 , 2η−1)
n
(
1 − 2|z |2
)
.
For the elements д = h(θ ) in U(1), we have
(3.8) U ηnn′(h(θ )) = δnn′ e
−i(η+n)θ ,
whereas for the elements д = p(z) in P ,
U
η
nn′(p(z)) =
(
n>! Γ(2η + n>)
n<! Γ(2η + n<)
)1/2 (
1 − |z |2
)η |z |n>−n<
(n> − n<)!
ei(n
′−n)ϕ×
× (sgn(n − n′))n−n
′
2F1 (−n< , n> + 2η ;n> − n< + 1 ; |z |
2
)
(3.9)
=
(
n<! Γ(2η + n>)
n>! Γ(2η + n<)
)1/2 (
1 − |z |2
)η
|z |n>−n< ei(n
′−n)ϕ×
× (sgn(n − n′))n−n
′
P
(n>−n< , 2η−1)
n<
(
1 − 2|z |2
)
(3.10)
with z = |z |eiϕ , and if n = n′,
(3.11) U ηnn(p(z)) = (1 − |z |
2)η 2F1
(
−n ,n + 2η ; 1 ; |z |2
)
=
(
1 − |z |2
)η
P
(0 , 2η−1)
n
(
1 − 2|z |2
)
.
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3.2. Orthogonality relations and trace formulae. Since the functions (3.6) are matrix
elements of operators U η in the discrete series for η > 1/2, one of their fundamental prop-
erties is displayed by their orthogonality relations:
(3.12)
∫
SU(1,1)
dhaar(д)U
η
mm′(д)U
η
nn′(д) = dη δmnδm′n′ ,
where dη = 2π/(2η − 1) is the (formal) dimension of the representation U η .
From the extension of the generating function of Jacobi polynomials [14]
(3.13)
∞∑
n=0
P
(µ ,ν )
n (x) t
n
=
2µ+ν
R
(1 − t + R)−µ (1 + t + R)−ν , |t | < 1 , R = (1 − 2tx + t2)1/2 ,
to its “forbidden” limit |t | = 1, we infer the trace of the operator U η(д) for a general д =(
α β
β¯ α¯
)
∈ SU(1, 1),
(3.14) tr (U η(д)) =
1
2
(
(ℜα)2 − 1
)−1/2 [
(ℜα)2 +
(
(ℜα)2 − 1
)1/2]1−2η
,
and its restriction to p(z),
(3.15) tr (U η(p(z))) =
1
2|z |
(1 − |z |2)η(1 + |z |)1−2η .
These expressions are singular forα = 1 and z = 0 respectively, since these values correspond
to the identity operator.
Another trace formula will play an important role in the sequel. It involves the parity
operator defined by
(3.16) P :=
∞∑
n=0
(−1)n |en〉〈en | .
(3.17) tr (PU η(д)) =
1
2
(
(1 − ℑα)2
)−1/2 [
(ℑα)2 +
(
(1 − ℑα)2
)1/2]1−2η
,
and its restriction to p(z),
(3.18) tr (PU η(p(z))) =
1
2
.
For z = 0 this gives a trace formula for the parity operator
(3.19) tr P =
∞∑
k=0
(−1)k =
1
2
,
which can be legitimated by adopting the Abel summation of divergent series.
Finally, the following formula (related to the existence of the so-called inversion in Car-
tan symmetric domains) will be used in this paper.
(3.20) PU η(p(z)) P = U η(p(−z)) .
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3.3. Corresponding representationof the Lie algebra su(1, 1). The respective self-adjoint
representatives of N0, N1, and N2, defined in (2.8), under the UIR (3.4), defined generically
as i ∂/∂t U η(д(t))|t=0, are the following differential operators on the Fock-Bargmann space
FBη:
N0 7→ K0 = z
d
dz
+ η ,(3.21a)
N1 7→ K1 = −
i
2
(1 − z2)
d
dz
+ iηz ,(3.21b)
N2 7→ K2 =
1
2
(1 + z2)
d
dz
+ ηz ,(3.21c)
They obey the commutation rules,
(3.22) [K0,K1] = iK2 , [K0,K2] = −iK1 , [K1,K2] = −iK0 .
The elements of the orthonormal basis (3.2) are eigenvectors of the compact generator K0
with equally spaced eigenvalues:
(3.23) K0 |en〉 = (η + n) |en〉 .
The particular element |e0〉 of the basis is a lowest weight state or “vacuum” for the repre-
sentations U η . Indeed, introduce the two operators with their commutation relation:
(3.24) K± = ∓i (K1 ± iK2) = K2 ∓ iK1 , [K+,K−] = −2K0 .
As differential operators, they read as: K+ = z2 d/dz + 2ηz, K− = d/dz. Adjoint of each
other, they are raising and lowering operators respectively:
(3.25) K+ |en〉 =
√
(n + 1)(2η + n) |en+1〉 , K− |en〉 =
√
n (2η + n − 1) |en−1〉 ,
and we check K− |e0〉 = 0. States |en〉 are themselves obtained by successive ladder actions
on the lowest state as follows:
(3.26) |en〉 =
√
Γ(2η)
Γ(2η + n)n!
(K+)
n |e0〉 .
The Casimir operator is defined as
(3.27) C
def
= K21 + K
2
2 − K
2
0 =
K+K− + K−K+
2
− K20
This operator is fixed at the value C = −η(η − 1) Id on the space FBη that carries the UIR
U η .
Finally, we note that, in agreement with the covariance properties (2.31), (2.32), and
(2.33), of their respective classical counterparts, we have
U η(д)K0U
η
(
д−1
)
=
(
|α |2 + |β |2
)
K0 − αβK+ − α¯ β¯K− ,(3.28)
U η(д)K+U
η
(
д−1
)
= −2αβ¯ K0 + α
2K+ + β¯
2K− ,(3.29)
U η(д)K−U
η
(
д−1
)
= −2α¯ β K0 + α¯
2K− + β
2K+ .(3.30)
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Equivalently, with the notations of (2.36)
(3.31) U η(д)KaU η
(
д−1
)
=
∑
b
[U(д)]baKb (z) , a = 0, 1, 2 or a = 0,± .
Like for the Weyl-Heisenberg group, a unitary “displacement” operator is built from the
generators K±. It corresponds to map D ∋ z 7→ ξ ∈ C determined by
(3.32) U η(p(z¯)) = eξ K+−ξ¯ K− ≡ Dη(ξ ) , ξ = tanh
−1
|z | ei argz ,
which gives k0(z) = cosh 2|ξ | for the observable introduced in (2.26).
4. COVARIANT INTEGRAL QUANTIZATIONS : GENERAL
4.1. Covariant integral quantization with UIR of a group. Here we recall the general
principles of this method. Let G be a Lie group with left Haar measure dhaar(д), and let
д 7→ U (д) be a UIR of G in a Hilbert space H. Let M be a bounded operator on H and let
us introduce the family
(4.1) {M(д) := U (д)MU †(д) , д ∈ G}
of “displaced” version of M under the action of the U (д)’s. Suppose that the operator
(4.2) R :=
∫
G
M(д) dhaar(д) ,
is defined in a weak sense. From the left invariance of dhaar(д) the operator R commutes
with all operatorsU (д), д ∈ G, and so, from Schur’s Lemma, we have the “resolution” of the
unity up to a constant,
(4.3) R = cMI
with
(4.4) cM =
∫
G
tr (ρ0 M(д)) dhaar(д) .
Here the unit trace positive operator ρ0 is chosen, if manageable, in order to make the
integral convergent. Of course, it is possible that no such finite constant exists for the given
M, and worst, it could not exist for any M (which is not the case for square integrable
representations). Now, if cM is finite and positive, the true resolution of the identity follows:
(4.5)
∫
G
M(д) dν(д) = I , dν(д) := dhaar(д)/cM .
4.2. Covariant integral quantization: with square integrable UIR. Let us consider a
UIR U for which M is an “admissible” operator, which means that
(4.6) cM =
∫
G
dhaar(д) trρ0M(д)
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is finite for a certain ρ0, or more specifically, for square-integrable UIR U for which M = ρ
is an admissible density operator,
(4.7) c(ρ) =
∫
G
dhaar(д) ‖ρU (д)‖
2
HS
< ∞ ,
where ‖A‖HS = tr
(
AA†
)
is the Hilbert-Schmidt norm. Then, the resolution of the identity
is guaranteed with the family:
(4.8) M(д) = U (д)MU †(д) .
This allows the covariant integral quantization of complex-valued functions on the group
(4.9) f 7→ Af =
∫
G
M(д) f (д) dν(д) .
Covariance means that
(4.10) U (д)AfU †(д) = AUreg(д)f ,
where
(4.11) (Ureg(д)f )(д′) := f (д−1д′)
is the regular representation if f ∈ L2(G, dhaar(д)). Moreover, we get a generalization of the
Berezin or heat kernel transform on G (see for instance [15]):
(4.12) f (д) 7→ fˇ (д) :=
∫
G
tr(ρ(д) ρ(д′)) f (д′) dν(д′) ;
where the function fˇ is the lower or covariant symbol of the operator Af .
4.3. Covariant integral quantization through Cartan decomposition: the general
case.
Cartan decomposition: a reminder. Let G be a connected semi-simple Lie group and K its
maximal compact subgroup. Then the homogeneous coset space
(4.13) P = G/K
is symmetric (i.e., is a smooth manifold whose group of symmetries contains an inversion
symmetry about every point), diffeomorphic to a Euclidean space, and the Cartan decom-
position
(4.14) G = P K ⇔ ∀д ∈ G ∃p ∈ P , k ∈ K , д = pk = kp′ , p′ = k−1pk ,
holds. This decomposition exponentiates the Lie algebra decomposition
(4.15) g = p + k , [k , k] ⊂ k , [k , p] ⊂ p , [p , p] ⊂ k .
The action д : p 7→ д · p = p′ of G on P is carried out through the left action дp = p′k′.
Hence, the subgroupK is the stabilizer of a point in P . The correspondingCartan involution
is denoted by ϑ :
(4.16) ϑ (p) = p−1 ∀p ∈ P , ϑ (k) = k ∀k ∈ K , ϑ (p) = −p , ϑ (k) = k
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A derived decomposition involves the abelian subgroup A = exp a where a is a (Cartan)
maximal abelian subalgebra in p
(4.17) G = KAK .
Geometrically the image of the subgroup A in P = G/K is a totally geodesic submanifold.
SinceG is unimodular, the Haar measure is left and right invariant and can be factorized as
(4.18) dhaar(д) = dµP (p) dhaar(k)
with the invariance property for dµP
(4.19) dµP (kpk′) = dµP (p) ∀k,k′ ∈ K .
Due to (4.17), the measure dµP can be factorized as
(4.20) dµP (p) = dhaar(k′) dµA(a) dhaar(k′′) ,
where, due to the Euclidean nature of a,
(4.21) dµA(a) = σ (a)
∏
i
dai ,
the function a 7→ σ (a) being left and right K-invariant
(4.22) σ (kak′) = σ (a) ∀k,k′ ∈ K .
Integral quantization of Cartan symmetric space. Now, let a 7→ w(a) be a function on Awhich
is left and right K-invariant (it can be complex-valued) andU a UIR ofG. Suppose that this
function allows to define
(4.23) Mw :=
∫
P
dµP (p)w(a(p))U (p) .
as an operator bounded (in a weak sense). Introducing its displaced version under the action
of U
(4.24) Mw (д) = U (д)Mw U †(д) ,
and supposing that the Haar measure on K is normalized, one derives from (4.5) the reso-
lution of the identity
(4.25)
∫
P
dµP (p)
Cw
M
w(p) = I , Cw =
∫
P
dµP (p) tr (ρ0 M
w(p)) ,
where the density operator ρ0 has been suitably chosen.
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Effectively, starting from (4.5) and from the integral representation of Mw ,
I =
∫
G
dhaar(д)
Cw
M
w (д)
=
∫
P
dµP (p)
Cw
∫
K
dhaar(k)
∫
P
dµP (p
′)w(a(p′))U (pk)Mw (p′)U †(pk)
=
∫
P
dµP (p)
Cw
∫
K
dhaar(k)
∫
P
dµP (p
′)w(a(p′))U (p)U (kp′k−1)U †(p)
=
∫
P
dµP (p)
Cw
∫
K
dhaar(k)
∫
P
dµP (k
−1p′k)w(a(k−1p′k))U (p)U (p′)U †(p)
=
∫
P
dµP (p)
Cw
∫
P
dµP (p
′)w(a(p′))U (p)U (p′)U †(p)
=
∫
P
dµP (p)
Cw
M
w(p) .
The integral quantization of functions (or distributions) results from (4.25)
(4.26) f (p) 7→ Af =
∫
P
dµP (p)
Cw
f (p)Mw (p) .
5. SU(1, 1) QUANTIZER OPERATOR FROM WEIGHT ON THE UNIT DISK
5.1. Construction from weight. The above material is now applied in the SU(1, 1) case.
Let us pick an η > 1/2 and choose a function [0, 1] ∋ u ≡ |z |2 7→ w(u) such that the operator
(5.1) Mw ;η = 2
∫
D
d2z
(1 − |z |2)2
w(|z |2)U η(p(z)) P ,
is bounded and traceclass with unit trace,
(5.2) trMw ;η = 1 .
While comparing (5.1) with the general construction (4.23), one should notice the extra
presence of twice the parity operator. The latter has been introduced here by convenience,
as its importance will appear soon. Actually we could as well introduce its counterpart in
(4.23), which is related to the above-mentioned inversion for Cartan symmetric domains.
Supposing that we can invert infinite sum and integral, this condition together with
(3.18) imply the following normalisation of the weight function w:
(5.3)
∫
D
d2z
(1 − |z |2)2
w(|z |2) = 1 .
Thus, if w is non negative, it can be viewed as a probability distribution on the unit disk
equipped with its SU(1, 1) invariant measure
d2z
(1 − |z |2)2
. From (U η(p(z)))† = U η(p(−z))
and the invariance of the measure and w under the change z 7→ −z one infers that Mw ;η is
symmetric, and so self-adjoint. Due to the isotropy of the weight function, Mw ;η is diagonal
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in the basis {en}, with matrix elements deduced from (3.11) after the change |z | 7→ v =
1 − 2|z |2:
(5.4) Mw ;ηnn′ = δnn′ (−1)
n 22−η π
∫ 1
−1
dvw
(
1 − v
2
)
(1 + v)η−2 P (0,2η−1)n (v) .
5.2. Resolution of the identity. The unitarily transported versions
M
w ;η(p(z)) = U η(p(z)Mw ;η U η(p(−z))
of this operator are also bounded self-adjoint and are expected to resolve the unity with
respect to a measure on D proportional to d2z/(1 − |z |2)2
(5.5) I =
1
Cw
∫
D
d2z
(1 − |z |2)2
M
w ;η(p(z)) .
One then computes Cw with the simplest ρ0 = |e0〉〈e0 |,
Cw =
∫
D
d2z
(1 − |z |2)2
〈e0 |M
w ;η(p(z))|e0〉 =
∑
n
M
w ;η
nn
∫
D
d2z
(1 − |z |2)2
U
η
0n(p(z))U
η
0n(p(z))
=
∑
n
M
w ;η
nn
Γ(2η + n)
n! Γ(2η)
∫
D
d2z (1 − |z |2)2η−2 |z |2n
=
π
2η − 1
,
(5.6)
from the integral representation of the beta function and the unit trace of Mw ;η . Therefore,
the resolution of the identity holds with the measure
(5.7) I =
2η − 1
π
∫
D
d2z
(1 − |z |2)2
M
w ;η(p(z)) .
5.3. Particular weight functions. Let us consider the particular family of positive weight
functions
(5.8) ws(u) :=
s − 1
π
(1 − u)s , s > 1 ,
which satisfy (5.3). Using (A.4), we have for the matrix elements of Mws ;η
M
ws ;η
nn′ = (−1)
n δnn′ 2(s − 1)
Γ(η + s − 1)Γ(s − η)
Γ(η + s + n)Γ(s − η − n)
(5.9)
= δnn′ 2(s − 1)
Γ(η + s − 1)Γ(η − s + n + 1)
Γ(η + s + n)Γ(η − s + 1)
for s , η + 1 ,(5.10)
= δnn′ δn0 for s = η + 1 .(5.11)
From these expressions we see that the operator Mws ;η is a density operator if 1 < s ≤ η + 1.
Positiveness is lost for s > η + 1. It is a finite rank = p operator for all s = η +p, p = 1, 2, . . . .
The limit case (5.11) corresponds to Perelomov SU(1, 1) coherent states [16] (with z¯ instead
of z):
(5.12) Mwη+1;η = |e0〉〈e0 | , Mwη+1;η(p(z¯)) = |z;η〉〈z;η | ,
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with
(5.13) |z;η〉 = (1 − |z |2)η
∞∑
n=0
√
(2η)n
n!
zn |en〉 = U
η(p(z¯)) |e0〉 .
See also the chapter 8 in [17] for more details and specific properties.
It is interesting to determine the weight function wem ;η yielding the projector |em〉〈em |
through (5.1). By using the orthogonality relations satisfied by the Jacobi polynomials, we
find
|em〉〈em | = 2
∫
D
d2z
(1 − |z |2)2
wem ;η(|z |
2)U η(p(z)) P ,
wem ;η(|z |
2) = (−1)m
η +m
π
(1 − |z |2)η+1 P (0,2η−1)m (1 − 2|z |
2) .
(5.14)
Clearly, at the exception ofm = 0, the weights wem ;η are not non-negative.
It is naturally possible to extend the range of values of s below the limit 1 at the price to
violate integrability and positivity of the weight function. As a matter of fact, there exists a
remarkable value of s, namely s = 1/2, for which the suitably renormalized weight function
(5.15) w(u) =
2η − 1
4π
(1 − u)1/2
yields the identity operator,
(5.16) I = Mw1/2;η =
2η − 1
2π
∫
D
d2z
(1 − |z |2)3/2
U η(p(z)) P ,
From the above we obtain the integral representation of unit trace twice the parity
operator:
(5.17) 2P =
2η − 1
π
∫
D
d2z
(1 − |z |2)3/2
U η(p(z)) .
As an interesting consequence of (5.17) combined with the resolution of the identity (5.5),
and
(5.18) U η(p(z))PU η (p(−z)) = U η
(
p(z))2
)
P = U η
(
p
(
2z
1 + |z |2
))
P,
we obtain
(5.19) I = 2
2η − 1
π
∫
D
d2z
(1 − |z |2)2
U η
(
p
(
2z
1 + |z |2
))
P .
There results the (non trivial) integral formula given in (A.5) for hypergeometric polyno-
mials.
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Remark. An open question is to establish an inverse formula allowing to rebuild the weight
w from some trace formula, as it exists for the Weyl-Heisenberg or the affine case (see for
instance [22, 23]). More precisely, givenw, the problem is to determine an operator I such
that the following reconstruction formula holds.
(5.20) w(|z |2) = tr (Mw ;η U η(p(−z)I) .
6. WEIGHTED SU(1, 1) INTEGRAL QUANTIZATIONS FOR THE UNIT DISK
We now start from the framework of the previous section and establish general formulas
for the quantization issued from a weight functionw(u) yielding the operator Mw ;η in (5.1):
(6.1) f 7→ Aw ;η
f
=
2η − 1
π
∫
D
d2z
(1 − |z |2)2
f (z)Mw ;η(p(z)) .
Since the operator Aw ;η
f
acts on the Fock-BargmannHilbert space, the most straightforward
way to characterize it is to compute its matrix elements with respect to the orthonormal
basis (3.2). We know from (5.4) that the operator Mw ;η is diagonal. Hence, the general form
of those matrix elements reads as(
A
w ;η
f
)
nn′
=
2η − 1
π
∫
D
d2z
(1 − |z |2)2
f (z)Mw ;η(p(z))nn′
=
2η − 1
π
∑
k
M
w ;η
kk
∫
D
d2z
(1 − |z |2)2
f (z)U
η
nk
(p(z))U
η
n′k
(p(z))
:=
2η − 1
π
∑
k
M
w ;η
kk
I
η
k ,n,n′
(f ) .
(6.2)
The integral in the lhs has the explicit form derived from (3.9)
I
η
k ,n,n′
(f ) =
∫
D
d2z
(1 − |z |2)2
f (z)U
η
nk
(p(z))U
η
n′k
(p(z))
=
(
n<! Γ(2η + n>)
n>! Γ(2η + n<)
)1/2 (
n′<! Γ(2η + n
′
>)
n′>! Γ(2η + n
′
<)
)1/2
(sgn(n − k))n−k (sgn(n′ − k))n
′−k ×
×
∫
D
d2z f (z)
(
1 − |z |2
)2η−2
|z |n>−n<+n
′
>
−n′
< ei(n
′−n)ϕ×
× P
(n>−n< , 2η−1)
n<
(
1 − 2|z |2
)
P
(n′
>
−n′
<
, 2η−1)
n′
<
(
1 − 2|z |2
)
,
(6.3)
with
n>
<
=
{
max
min (n,k) , n
′
>
<
=
{
max
min (n
′
,k) .
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In the isotropic case f (z) = l(|z |2) this integral simplifies to
I
η
k ,n,n′
(f ) = πδnn′ 2
1−2η+n<−n> n<! Γ(2η + n>)
n>! Γ(2η + n<)
×
×
∫
+1
−1
dv l
(
1 −v
2
)
(1 −v)n>−n< (1 +v)2η−2
(
P
(n>−n< , 2η−1)
n< (v)
)2
,
(6.4)
where we have used the variable v = 1 − 2|z |2. Actually, it is sufficient to consider the case
n ≤ k, for which
I
η
k ,n,n′
(f ) = πδnn′ 2
1−2η+n−k n! Γ(2η + k)
k! Γ(2η + n)
×
×
∫
+1
−1
dv l
(
1 − v
2
)
(1 −v)k−n (1 + v)2η−2
(
P
(k−n , 2η−1)
n (v)
)2
,
(6.5)
the case k < n keeping the same form thanks to the formula for Jacobi polynomials [14],
(6.6) P (−a , β)n (x) =
Γ(n + β + 1) (n − a)!
Γ(n + β + 1 − a)n!
(
x − 1
2
)
P
(a , β)
n−a (x) for a ∈ N .
Of course, for f = 1 = l , we should recover the identity in 6.2, which implies the following
value for the integral Iη
k ,n,n′
(1) (which can be found in [18]),
I
η
k ,n,n′
(1) = πδnn′ 2
1−2η+n−k n! Γ(2η + k)
k! Γ(2η + n)
×
×
∫
+1
−1
dv (1 −v)k−n (1 +v)2η−2
(
P
(k−n , 2η−1)
n (v)
)2
=
π
2η − 1
.
(6.7)
Another useful particular case is f (|z |2) = (1 − |z |2)−1 = 2/(1 + v). Then,
I
η
k ,n,n′
(
1
1 − |z |2
)
= πδnn′ 2
2−2η+n−k n! Γ(2η + k)
k! Γ(2η + n)
×
×
∫
+1
−1
dv (1 − v)k−n (1 + v)2η−3
(
P
(k−n , 2η−1)
n (v)
)2
= δnn′
π
2η − 1
1
2η (η − 1)
[(k + η)(η + n) + η(η − 1)] .
(6.8)
This formula is derived from the equation (A.3).
By construction, the quantization map (6.1) is covariant with respect to the unitary ac-
tion U η of SU(1, 1):
(6.9) U η(д0)A
w ;η
f
U η†(д0) = A
w ;η
U(д0)f
,
where we recall that (U(д)f )(z) = f
(
д−1 · z
)
. Moreover, due to the self-adjointness of
M
w ;η(p(z)) we have the relation
(6.10) (Aw ;η
f
)† = A
w ;η
f¯
.
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The following important statement results from the covariance (6.9) and self-adjointness
property (6.10).
Proposition 6.1. Suppose that w and η > 1/2 are such that the series
(6.11) Sw ;η :=
∞∑
k=0
k M
w ;η
kk
converges in a certain sense. Then the quantization (6.1) maps the basic observables ka , a = 0, 1, 2
(resp. a = 0,±), defined in (2.26), to the self-adjoint generators (3.21a), (3.21b), (3.21c), up to a
constant factor γw ;η
(6.12) Aw ;η
ka
= γw ;η Ka , a = 0, 1, 2 , resp. a = 0,± ,
with
(6.13) γw ;η =
1
η − 1
[
1 +
Sw ;η
η
]
.
Proof. We have from (6.1)
(6.14) Aka =
2η − 1
π
∫
D
d2z
(1 − |z |2)2
ka(z)M
w ;η(p(z)) .
From the covariance (6.9) and from (2.36)
(6.15) U η(д)Aw ;η
ka
U η†(д) = A
w ;η
U(д)ka
=
∑
b
[U(д)]ba A
w ;η
kb
∀д ∈ SU(1, 1) .
This means that the operators Aw ;η
ka
transform under the action of U η(д) exactly like the
operators Ka. Thus, there exists a constant γw ;η depending on η and w such that
(6.16) Aw ;η
ka
= γw ;ηKa .
The constant is calculated by picking a = 0 and considering the lowest matrix elements via
(6.8),
γw ;η (K0)00 = γw ;η η =
(
A
w ;η
k0
)
00
=
2η − 1
π
∑
k
M
w ;η
kk
I
η
k ,0,0(k0)
= 2
2η − 1
π
∑
k
M
w ;η
kk
I
η
k ,0,0
(
1
(1 − |z |2
)
− 1
=
1
η − 1
[η + Sw ;η] ,
(6.17)
we finally get (6.13).
Once it is proved for Aw ;η
k0
, it is also proved for Aw ;η
k±
by using (6.15) with specific elements
д’s mapping K0 to K±. 
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For instance, if we choose w = ws given by (5.8) with s = η + 1 (Perelomov CS case),
the formula (5.11) gives Swη+1 ;η = 0 and so
(6.18) γwη+1;η =
1
η − 1
.
We note that with the particular value η = 2, the quantization of basic observables is exact.
In the case of coherent states built from |em〉 and giving rise to (5.14), the constant γw ;η is
given by
(6.19) γwem ;η =
η +m
η(η − 1)
.
Another interesting case related to w = ws concerns the already mentioned limit value
s = 1/2 for which Sw1/2 ;η = 2
∑∞
k=0 k (−1)
k
= −1/2 (in Abel sense). Then
(6.20) γw1/2;η =
2η − 1
2η(η − 1)
,
and there is no real value of η for which the quantization of the basic observables is exact.
Finally, the interesting functions to be quantized have the general form f (z) = h(|z |2)za,
a ∈ N, whereh is real-valued. Note that the quantization of the conjugate is straightforward,
due to the relation (6.10). However, in view of the technicality of the calculations, we will
not pursue in this way.
7. QUANTUM PHASE SPACE PORTRAITS
Let us consider a weight function w(|z |2) yielding the symmetric unit trace operator
Mw ;η through Eq. (5.1). The semi-classical or lower symbol of an operator A in H is the
function
(7.1) Aˇ(z) := tr
(
AU η(p(z))Mw ;η (U η(p(z))†
)
= tr (AMw ;η(p(z))) .
Let us now consider a function f (z) and its quantum version Aw1;η
f
built from a first weight
functionw1(|z |2), used for the “analysis". Its lower symbol associated with a second weight
function w2(|z |2), used for the “reconstruction” (terms borrowed from signal analysis ter-
minology) reads as the map
f (z) 7→ fˇ (z) ≡ Aˇ
w12 ;η
f
(z)
=
2η − 1
π
∫
D
d2z′
(1 − |z′|2)2
f (z′) tr (Mw1 ;η(p(−z)p(z′))Mw2;η) .
(7.2)
Now, we have the SU(1, 1) composition formula,
(7.3) p(−z)p(z′) = p(t)h(θ ) , with t = p(−z) · z′ ,
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and h(θ ) ∈ H . Since U η(h(θ )) is diagonal, it commutes with Mw ;η , and we obtain after the
change of variable z′ 7→ t ,
(7.4) fˇ (z) =
2η − 1
π
∫
D
d2t
(1 − |t |2)2
f (p(z) · t) tr (Mw1;η(p(t))Mw2 ;η) .
Clearly, since for f = 1 the rhs is equal to 1, the map
(7.5) t 7→ tr (Mw1;η(p(t))Mw2 ;η) = tr
(
U η(p(t))Mw1 ;η [Mw2;ηU η(p(t))]
†
)
is a probability distribution on the unit disk Dwith respect to the measure
2η − 1
π
d2t
(1 − |t |2)2
if Mw1;η and Mw2;η are nonnegative, i.e., are density operator.
Let us just prove that the lower symbols of the three generators K0, K±, are proportional
to their classical counterpart:
(7.6) Aˇw12 ;η
ki
(z) = ϰw12;ηki(z) , i = 0, 1, 2 .
The proof is similar to the one of Proposition 6.1. Let us apply the regular representation
of SU(1, 1) on both sides of Eq. (7.4).
fˇ
(
д−1 · z
)
=
2η − 1
π
∫
D
d2t
(1 − |t |2)2
f
(
p(д−1 · z) · t
)
tr (Mw1;η(p(t))Mw2 ;η) .
We now apply (2.16):
p(д−1 · z) · t =
(
д−1 p(z)h
)
· t = д−1 · (p(z) · (h · t)) , with h ∈ U(1) .
Hence, after changing h · t 7→ t and using the invariance or the measure and of the trace,
we get
fˇ
(
д−1 · z
)
=
2η − 1
π
∫
D
d2t
(1 − |t |2)2
f
(
д−1 · (p(z) · t)
)
tr (Mw1;η(p(t))Mw2 ;η) .
Hence, by particularizing to f = ka, a = 0,±, we check by linearity that their corre-
sponding kˆa transform exactly in the same way as in (2.31),(2.32),(2.33), under the regular
representation of SU(1, 1). This proves the proportionality relation (7.6). The constant is
computed by using a similar trick to (6.17). Of course, these formulae are valid only if η and
the weightsw1,w2 are such that the integral (7.4) converges for each one of the considered
cases. As an elementary example let us choose w1(u) = w2(u) = (η/π )(1 −u)η+1, which cor-
responds to the Perelomov case (5.12). Using the transformations (2.37),(2.38), and (2.39),
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we find for (7.4)
fˇa(z) =
2η − 1
π
∫
D
d2t
(1 − |t |2)2
ka((p(z) · t) |〈t ;η |0;η〉|
2
=
2η1 − 1
π
∫
D
d2t (1 − |t |2)2η−2 ka((p(z) · t)
= ka(z)
[
2η − 1
π
∫
D
d2t (1 − |t |2)2η−2 k0(t)
]
=
2η
η − 1
ka(z) .
Note that this proportionality coefficient cannot be put equal to 1 for the allowed range
η > 1. An interesting problem is to choose η = 2, w1(u) = (η/π )(1 − u)η+1 = 2π (1 − u)3
which corresponds to a Perelomov case, and which yields the exact quantization for the
3 basic observables, and to build the reconstruction operator Mw2;η which yields exactly
fˇa(z) = ka(z).
8. CONCLUSION
Given an irreducible unitary representationU η , η > 1 in the discrete series of SU(1, 1), we
have presented a family of covariant integral quantizations of functions or distributions on
the open unit disk. A physical interpretation is to consider SU(1, 1) as the kinematical group
of the 1 + 1 AdS space-time and the disk as the phase space for the motion of a “massive"
Wigner elementary system in AdS. Each quantization is determined by an isotropic weight
function on the disk, or equivalently by a unit trace class not necessarily positive operator
viewed as a “U η-Fourier transform” of this weight. Perelomov coherent states quantizations
are particular cases. Reversal of these quantizations under the form of semi-classical portraits
of quantized versions of a classical object have been defined as local averaging of the latter,
involving a second weight function. In this regard, a non-trivial question to be considered
is to determine a pair (w1,w2) of weight functions for which the reversal is exact in the
Wigner-Weyl sense, i.e., the following holds
(8.1) f (z) 7→ fˇ (z) ≡ Aˇw12 ;η
f
(z) = f (z) ,
with the notations of (7.2). To a certain extent, this problem could be viewed as a generali-
sation to SU(1, 1) of similar approaches concerning the Weyl-Heisenberg group, the affine
group, and more general groups and their related Weyl operators and Wigner functions
defined in a wide sense, see for instance [19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24], and reference therein.
Finally, appealing generalisations of the presentedmaterial are for the higher-dimensional
Anti de Sitter groups, since some of these groups might have physically relevant discrete
series.
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APPENDIX A. USEFUL INTEGRALS WITH JACOBI POLYNOMIALS AND OTHERS
Orthogonality. ∫
+1
−1
dv (1 − v)α (1 +v)β P (α , β)m (v) P
(α , β)
n (v)
= δmn
2α+β+1
α + β + 2n + 1
Γ(α + n + 1) Γ(β + n + 1)
n! Γ(α + β + n + 1)
,
(A.1)
for α > −1 and β > −1.
Others. From Gradshteyn-Ryzhik 7.391 in [18]∫
+1
−1
dv (1 −v)α (1 + v)β−1
(
P
(α , β)
n (v)
)2
=
2α+β
β
Γ(α + n + 1) Γ(β + n + 1)
n! Γ(α + β + n + 1)
,
(A.2)
for α > −1 and β > 0.
A new one.∫
+1
−1
dv (1 −v)α (1 +v)β−2
(
P
(α , β)
n (v)
)2
=
2α+β−1
β(β + 1)(β − 1)
(Γ(α + n + 1)! Γ(β + n + 1)
n! Γ(α + β + n + 1)
[(β + 1)(α + β) + 2(α + β + n + 1)n] ,
(A.3)
for α > −1 and β > 1.
From Gradshteyn-Ryzhik 7.391 in [18]∫ 1
−1
dx(1 − x)ρ (1 + x)σ P (µ,ν )n (x) = 2
ρ+σ+1 Γ(ρ + 1) Γ(σ + 1) Γ(n + 1 + µ)
n! Γ(ρ + σ + 2) Γ(µ + 1)
×
× 3F2(−n, µ + ν + n + 1, ρ + 1; µ + 1, ρ + σ + 2; 1) ,(A.4)
with Re ρ > −1 ,Reσ > −1
A new integral for hypergeometric polynomials.
(A.5) 2 (2η − 1)
∫ 1
0
du (1 − u)2η−2 (1 + u)−2η 2F1
(
−n,n + 2η; 1;
4u
(1 + u)2
)
= (−1)n .
Two integral forms for beta function.
β(x,y) =
Γ(x) Γ(y)
Γ(x + y)
=
∫ 1
0
dt tx−1 (1 − t)y−1
= 21−x−y
∫ 1
−1
dt (1 − t)x−1 (1 + t)y−1 .
(A.6)
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